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The purpose of t hls discussion ls to explore ln more detail the mechanics of the ~ 
cyclic process whlch occurs ln flxed type cavl tatlon, lncludlng some of the factors ·. . / 
involved ln slmllarlty crlterla. The concept of damage potential wlll also be examined. 
EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND 
The background ls prlmarllY experimental. Hence, the ·observatlons lnvolve t he 
effects whlch accompany the flow or a real fluld. These add many complications to the 
analysts. On the other hand, such observations rurnlsh a sound basls for dlscusslon 
slnce, although the inferences and deductions are always open to question, t he expert-
mental facts cannot be ignored. The experiments are a continuation of those described 
previously fref.l). All work was carried en ln the Hlgh-S_t:eed Water .Tunnel or the Hydrod_ynamlcs 
Laboratory at the California Institute or Technology. Quantitative measurements were 
obtained on a series of geometricallY slmllar bodies of revolution having hemi spherical 
noses, cyl indrical midsections, and ogive afterbodies. Qualitative observations were 
also made on short sections of two-dimensional bodies of the same cross section, mounted 
between parallel plane lucite shields. The bodies were mounted 1n the centre of the 
t~~nel with their axes par allel to t he tunnel axls. In addltlon to t he usual flow 
measurements , two t ypes or observations were made: (a) hl gh-speed motion pictures of the 
cavi ty, and (b) plttlng studies on soft aluminium cyllndrlcal centre sections. Most or 
th& measurements were made on the 2-inch diameter body, and covered a wide range of 
cavity lengths and flow velocities. Shorter series of runs were also made on ~-lnch, 
1-lnch, and 4-lnch diameter bodies. 
CYCLE MECHANICS 
The high-speed motion pictures show that a typical flxed cavity ls fixed only in the 
statistical sense. Actually, a cyclic process takes place. The three major portions 
or this cycle are formation and growth, filling, and break-of!. The cycle starts 
lrr~ediate ly after preak-off of the preceding cavity, The flow springs clear at the 
i nception point on the nose. HovJever, the high-pressure zone at t he ups tream end of the 
old cavity causes the flow to return quickly to t he body. As the old cavity is swept 
downs tream, the new cavity grows until it reaches equ ilibrium length. During this 
growth there ls a re-entrant flow from the downstream end, but the growth is so rapid 
compared to the re-entrant flow rate that the cavitY appears relatively empty when growth 
is complete. The re-entrant flow continues until its head reaches the upstream end or 
the cavity. At this instant break-off occurs. 
The physical reason for there being a re-entrant flow is that a force is required to 
change the direction of the returning flow until it again moves parallel to the body. 
If the cavity ends on the parallel section it can be shown that !or potential flow the 
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axial component of this force is equal to the change in t he axial component of the 
pressure distribution on the nose caused by t he cavity. The required t hickness of the 
re-entrant flow is 
t 
__ 6_c_d_D__,- - ~ 
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( 1) 
This assumes that the change in momentum of the re-entrant flow supplies the force needed 
to deflect the returning flow, and that t he final direction of t he primary flow is 
parallel to its original direction. Deviations from either assumption will modifY the 
thickness of the re-entrant flow. For example, if t he parallel midsect ion is replaced 
by a diverging conical one, the re-entrant flow will be t hicker. Conversely, if the 
cavity ends on the incurving afterbody, the thickness will be l ess t han t ha t calculated. 
Any other available force may replace partiall y or wholly that pr oduced by t he re-entrant 
flow. An example is seen in the cavity shown i n f ie.1. Her e the weight or the liquid 
which partially fills the cavity space supplies the necessar y force . 
In any discussion of cavitation there is always a strong tendency to refer to the 
various types of cavities as if they had real physical substance. Actually, however, 
they are merely empty space. What is seen 1n the photographs is s impl y the free surface 
of the liquid; that is, an envelope of the trajectories of the individual elements of 
liquid along the interface. This envelope remains unchanged only while the force system 
remains unchanged. 
One impression consistent with this feeling or substance is that the cavity should 
act and change as a unit. Conversely, the concept that the cavity surface is simply a 
trajectory envelope implies that each flow element is independent, and that cycles of 
~wo adjacent elements need have no phase relationship. The motion pictures show an 
intermediate behaviour. Adjacent elements remain nearly in phase, but there is enough 
variation so that major portions of the cavity differ widely in phase. This may be seen 
in fie.2. 
The use of the term ~filling" to des i gnate that portion of the cycle during which 
the cavity length remains at its maximum, may have been unfortunate. Photographs of 
many cavity cycles show that break- off occurs when the re-entrant flow reaches the upper 
end of the cavity. This may or may not coi nc ide with the instant of complete filling. 
If it were not for skin friction, the re- entrant flow would reach the uppe r end or the 
cavity sooner with less complete filling. For cavities which are not horizontal, 
gravitY forces also affect this time. The primary cause of break- off seems to be the 
shock pressure whi ch is produced by the re-entrant flow striking t he upper end or the 
cavity. This shock pressure l as t s only for the time required for the pr essure wave to 
travel to the cavity interface and return. Since this path is very short (1 inch ±l, 
the duration should be of the order or tens of mi croseconds . This i s consistent with 
the length of t he gap which separates the ol d cavity and the first traces of the new 
cavity. A similar s hock pressure will develop if the re-entrant flow cont acts the 
cavity interface before it touches the upper end of the cavity. SUch premature contact, 
due to splash or hydraulic jump, may explain early break-off observed occasionally in t he 
films . 
This concept or break-off implies that in the region surrounding the upper end or 
the cavity the pressure of the entire flow is raised, thus increasing the value or K by 
raising Ps in 
Ps - Pc 
K= (2) 
v2 
2 
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Fig.i. Vertical cavity 
in steady state. Note 
parti al filling. 
Fig. 2. Cavity cycle phase variation 
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On the other hand , if the cavity were to fill without shock, the cavity pressure would 
have to rise to prevent fUrt her inflow. This would decrease K by Increasing Pc· 
Instead of causing break-off, t his would force the main flow to l eave the surface farther 
and farther upstream, which is contrary to the experimental findings. Thi s i s additional 
evidence that the essential factor which causes break-off 1s the shock, and it 1s 1m-
material whether or not the cavity is fill ed at that time. Finally, if the cavity fill s 
compl etely, 1t should become 1nv1s1ble; whereas if it 1s incompletely filled at l east a 
porti on or it should remain visible. The photographic evidence is concl usive - the 
cavitY does remain visible during break-off and while being swept downstream. 
Since there are good exPerimental measurements of t he pressure distri bution on a 
hemispherical nose followed by a cylindrical section, it ls possibl e to calculate the 
thickness or the r e-entrant flow for any desired value of K from eq.1. An independent 
estimate or t his thickness may be made from the motion picture records. The average 
cavitY cross-section at equilibrium length can be measured directly. The average time 
between break-offs is given by the number of frames. This is the fllllng time since 
break-orr time is negligible. The re-entrant flow thickness can be calculated from 
these two measurements assuming complete filling. Table 1 shows these calculations for 
nine runs. The last column compares the r e-entrant flow thicknesses obtained by the 
two independent methods . It will be noted that with the exception or the first two 
cavities, this ratio is l ess than 1. This can be interpreted to mean t hat the cavitY is 
not completely filled at break-off and that this ratio ls the degree of fi ll. The first 
t \oJO tests are for the smallest bodies and the shortest cavities, where experimental 
measurements are most difficult. Both photographic records show that the "filled" 
cavities remained visibl e during break- off and entrainment and so wer e not completely 
filled. 
Test Body 
No. dlam. 
ln. 
1 ~ 
2 1 
3 1 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 
(89930) 
Table 1. Comparison of Re- entrant-Flow Thickness Calculations -
Experimental Observations against Momentum Theor y Predictions 
Cavity Re- entrant flow 
Velo- Cycle thickness K city time Exper1- Momentum Length Section 
mental theory 
ft / sec ln. in fl sec. ln. ln. 
90 .241 1.0 0.046 0. 0058 ! 0, 0066 I 0.0099 
90 .348 1.0 0 .0693 0.0050 o.ou 0.0131 
90 .263 2.0 0.201 0 .0088 0. 0188 0.0182 
90 .409 1.9 0 . 197 0.0075 0.0205 0.0174 
90 .378 
-
0.315 0. 009 0.0276 0.0231 
100 .326 3.4 0.592 0. 0122 0. 0352 0.0297 
90 .322 3.6 0. 532 0.0136 0.0315 0. 0292 
77~ .334 3.2 0.444 0. 0146 0.0284 0.028 
59 .326 3 .0 0.523 0. 0198 0.0342 0. 0297 
19 p. 4 
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I Thickness ratio 
Theo/Exp. 
1.49 
1.19 
0. 97 
0. 85 
0.84 
0.85 
0. 93 
0 . 98 
0. 87 
STROUHAL NUMBER 
Other workers have commented on the ~ulsating nature or the cavitation ~rocess. 
Some have com~ared the ~ulsations to those observed in the Karman vortex train and have 
FD 
proposed that they, too, might be characterized by the Strouhal NUmber, S =---. The 
v 
Karman trail from a given body shape is characterized by a nearly constant Strouhal 
Number for a wide range or sizes and velocities. The ~resent experiments show that this 
is not true for the cavitation cycle. For exam~le, for the same body and velocity, the 
frequency or the vortex trail remains constant. In Table 1, runs 2 and 3 are for the 
same body and velocity, but the cavity lengths vary as 1:2. Cycle time varies as about 
1:i8. A~11n, if the body sha~e and velocity remain constant while the diameter varies, 
a constant ~trouhal NUmber requires the vortex trail ~eriod to vary directly with the 
diameter. in runs 3 and 4 the diameter varies as i:2. The velocity and the cavity 
length are both constant. The cycle time, instead or doubling, is ap~reciably shorter 
for the larger body. However, for runs in which the ratio or cavity length to body 
diameter is constant, the cavitation cycle times are fairly consistent with a constant 
Strouhal NUmber. 
A comparison or the mechanics or the vortex street with that or fixed cavitation 
indicates that these similarities and differences are both rational. In the vortex 
street it can be considered t hat each vortex starts as a small circular eddy, onto which 
fluid is fed at a rate de~ending u~on the flow velocity. When the eddy grows to a given 
size relative to the body, it breaks away and is swe~t downstream. Since it ls circular, 
it is characterized by a single dimension. The filling or a cavitation cavity is a some-
what s imilar ~henomenon. However, the major fraction or the cycle ~eriod is taken by the 
filling process after growth is co~lete. A more important difference is that the cavity 
cross-section is not circular but elongated, and both length and thickness vary with the 
degree or cavitation inde~endent or the velocity. For a given body sha~e the value or K 
characterizes the relative length or the cavity. unfortunately, for different body 
shapes K varies over wide limits for the same relative cavity length. Even for the same 
body the cavity size does not vary linearly with K. Finally, break-off does not ahvays 
occur at the same degree of fill. If body sha~e, K, and degree or fill were all con-
stant, fixed cavitation should occur at a constant Strouhal NUmber. This is a trivial 
case. Thus it must be considered that although the vortex trail and fixed cavitation 
have some PhYsical similarity, the Strouhal NUmber is not a useful cavitation ~arameter. 
SIMILARITY 
The requirements for cavitation similarity have been much discussed, but no general 
agreement has been reached. This is direct evidence that the mechanics or the process 
is not com~letely understood. All agree on the need for geometric and dynamic similarity. 
One of the requirements for the latter is constant K. Many assume that constant K also 
insures geometric similaritY or the cavities. However, the only liquid ~roperty which 
a~pears inK is the densit7, whereas cavitation may also be affected by surface tension, 
compressibility, va~our pressure, latent heat, gas content, and nuclei content. The 
relative im~ortance or these various pro~erties is not well understood. For example, 
gas content may not belong in this list because good ex~erimental evidence shows that 
completely dissolved gas ~lays little part in normal cavitation. The portion of gas 
that is effective is the small fraction of undissolved gas present 1n the form or nuclei. 
As yet there is no conclusive evidence concerning the nature or a nucleus, and hence no 
basis for a rational criterion for similarity or nuclei. They are generallY considered 
to be weak s~ots in the liquid and to have varying degrees of "weakness". There is 
evidence to indicate that their number and s i ze distribution vary between liquids, and 
for water, at least, the nuclei content depends upon past history or the liquid as well 
as its present state. Many discussions of cavitation similarity can be reduced to 
different assum~tions about nuclei, since the other ~hysical properties are better 
(89930) i 9 p.S 
understood. Strictly speaking, the nuclei content of a liquid should not be classed as 
a liquid property, but should be considered as an impurity which may vary both in kinq 
and amount. 
Examination of the cavity cycle under different flow conditions shows that other 
important factors are not directly represented by K. For example, the three cavities 
shown in figs 3, 4• and 5, were all formed on the same body and have the same equili-
brium length. However, the flow velocity varied as shown. The motion pictures showed 
that the 100 ft/sec and the 45 ft/sec cavities were similar in all respects and went 
through the normal fixed cavitY cycle. The 30 fttsec cavitY ffig.5J had no definite 
cycle. Its appearance was continuously ragged, there was some slight surging, but no 
break-off. This performance was typical for all lower velocities. For this cavitY 
length the critical velocity separating the two cavitY behaviours was about 40 ft/sec. 
Other observations indicate that this critical velocity varies inversely with cavitY 
length and body diameter. 
A detailed study of the variations in appearance of the cavity interrace at super-
critical velocities casts some light on the subcritical performance. During the forma-
tion and filling portions of the cycle the cavity interface is clear and smooth except 
for the uniform small-scale roughness or the small travelling cavities. Space can be 
seen between the interrace and the re-entrant flow. However, in the very short interval 
between the impingement of the re-entrant flow on the upstream end of the cavity and 
definite break-off, the interface becomes opaque and much rougher, resembling that shown 
in fig.5. The impression is that this roughening of the interface seems to be caused 
by multiple contacts with the re-entrant flow. This suggests that the continuing rough-
ness or the cavity surface below the critical velocity is due to intermittent contact 
between the re-entrant flow and the interface, and that the surging is from partial 
entrainment of the re-entrant liquid, which thus attains equilibrium without break-off. 
DAMAGE POTENT I A l 
RESUME OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The general resUlts of a study of the pitting produced by varying degrees and inten-
sities of cavitation have been presented ln a recent paper fref.4J. This can be sum-
marized as follows: 
(a) The small travelling cavities on the interface are carried into and collapse in 
the high-pressure region at the end of the fixed cavity. At the instant of 
collapse, minute regions of high-intensity "water hammer" pressure are produced. 
The stored energy radiates from the collapse centre as a spherical shock wave whose 
intensity decreases rapidlY as its radius increases. 
(b) The effect or the shock wave on the guiding surface depends upon the r es idual 
pressure at contact. If this pressure is high enough, it will cause a plastic 
deformation, i.e. a dent. Microscopic examination of alum1n1um damage specimens 
shows that a typical dent is a spherical depression surrounded by a r aised rim, 
slmllar to the indentation made by forcing a small hard sphere against the surface, 
except that toolmarks are not obliterated but can be followed clearly along the 
undeformed surface, over the rim, down into the depression, and out. No material 
is removed from aluminium by the initial blow. 
(89930) 19 p.6 
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F1 g. 3 . 
3- lnch cavl ty. 
Filling phase -
100 ft j sec. 
Fi g. 4. 
3-inch cavity. 
Fil l i n g phase. 
45 ft t sec. 
Fig. 5. 
3- lnch cavl ty. 
Steady state -
30 fttse c. 
(c) Many thousand cavities pass t hrough the damage zone for each pit t hat is formed. 
(d) The number of travelling cavities per unit of interface area appears little 
affected by body s i ze, cavity s ize, or velocity. Hence t he rate at which cavities 
are swept into the collapse zone seems to vary solely with the first power of the 
velocity. In contrast, t he pitting rate varies with t he 6t h power of the velocity. 
This extreme dependence on velocity was measured in two independent series of tes t s 
made several months apart with different water in the tunnel. 
(e) FiftY diameter micr ophotographs of the damaged surface show a wi de range of 
pit s i zes. The majority of the pits are under 0 . 0025 i nch in diameter, although a 
few were over 0.010 inch. Al so, it was found that the higher the velocity, the 
greater the number or large pits. 
(f) Fig. 6 shows a typical distribution of pits in relati on to t he cavity. This 
distribution i s reasonably consistent 1-1ith the average dwell or t he stagnation zone . 
The shape or the di stribution curve is independent of cavity length or flow veloci t y. 
However, for t he same body and velocity, the maximum pitting rate per unit area 
decreases as cavi ty l ength increases, but the pitting rate per unlt width of cavity 
is constant. 
COLLAPSING CAVITIES AGAINS.T PITS PRODUCED 
One of t he most strlklng findings is the t r emendous discrepancy between the number 
of cavities coll apsing and the number of pits pr oduced. Experiments show (ref.2) t ha t 
· the Raylei gh analysis fref.4J gives a good approximation of the collapse time: 
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Since for fixed cavitation the collapse pressure is pr oportional to the interface velocity 
pressure , this can be written: 
/_ P 
-r = 0.9 R0 I p (i - A
2 )v2 
2 
The distance travelled by the cavity duri ng t he collapse is or the same order as the 
diameter. 
The maximum distance bet ween the collapse centre and the gui ding surface at which 
damage can be produced may be estimated from some physical considerations. The energy 
required to produce a pi t must come f rom the work done in collapsing the cavity. 
(4) 
Furthermore, t he level must be hi gh enough to cause permanent deformation. For annealed 
aluminium, calculations based on t ests wi t h the Vickers diamond micro-indenter show that 
about 60, 000 in.lb/in3 or pit volume 1s required. Now, at complete collapse, the wor k 
done by the external pressure 1n collapsing the cavity must be stored by elastic com-
press ion of a liquid core at the collapse centre. It this core is assumed to compress 
uniformly, its compressed diameter may be calculated as follows: 
and 
This reduces to 
p 
= v ,-
c E 
3 /i!__ (E _ i) 
I P P 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Many pi tting tests were made at 90 tt/sec, - about 75 lbfln~ stagnation pressure. The 
pressure during collapse may average three-quarters or this. Under these conditions the 
compr essed core (60 000 lb/in~ ) will be about one-fifth of the original cavity size, or 
ror the maximum cavity diameter or 0 . 05 ln., a ~ore diameter or 0 .01 ln. It 1t ls 
assumed that the core ls more highly compressed, and that the energy is then radiated as 
a shock wave , the diameter at which the pressure will have dropped to 60 ooo lb/in2 • will 
be nearl y the same, since the total energy ls still the same. Thus to produce a plt on 
the al uminium, the collapse centre or t his large cavity must be wlthln approximately 
0. 005 inch of the surface. Now, interrace photographs show about a twofold variation or 
cavity diameter on each slde or the aver age. Since the damage radius even for thls· 
velocity l s only about one- tenth of t he 1n1t1al diameter, mos t or the collapses will be 
too far from the surface to produce pi tt ing. Furthermore, t hls illustration assumes 
that the collapse path lies near the stagnation stream surface. The collapse energy on 
more di stant paths will be l ower and hence the centre or collapse would have to be even 
closer to the surface to produce pitting. 
The fact that neither the number or collapsing cavities nor the pitting rate changes 
with the length or the cavitation zone Is significant, because the thickness or the re-
entrant flow does change with cavity length. In Table 1 conditions or tests 4 and 7 
varied only 1n cavitY length. The re-entrant !low thickness increased by O.Oii while 
the cavity length doubled. This increase is several times the damaging radius. There-
fore, the cavities which produce pits must be deep in the re-entrant flow. 
(89930) 19 p. 9 
Taken together these factors indicate that only a small fraction of the travelling 
cavities are of the right diameter to have t he possibility of producing a pi~ and only 
a few of these will collapse in the uarrow band around the stagnati on zone where they 
can acquire enough energy to cause damage. Obviously, t his discussion contains a number 
of arbitrary assumptions. It does not purport to describe the entire screening process 
which pre'lents the vast majority of t he cavities from causing damage, but onl y to 
illustrate the severe nature of this screen. 
TYPE OF FAILURE 
The low obse~ved pitting rate is at variance with the general concept that cavita tion 
damage is a fatigue-type failure. For example, the 90 ft/eec test results indicate that 
in the damage zone each point on the surface i s struck less than once an hour, which, for 
continuous operation, would be less than 6000 times a year. Damage caused by such a low-
stress repetition rate is not usuallY considered to be fatigue. A pertinent question is 
whether the observed pitting rate represents all of t he damaging blows. A pertinent 
answer is that pure annealed aluminium was selected for the test material because !ts 
yield point was so low that any force great enough to approach the lower fatigue limit 
of the bronzes or steels could produce permanent deformation on the aluminium. Next, 
is the technique of observation adequate to detect all pits? Undoubtedly, very shallow 
large pits may escape detection, but they would be caused by blows whose intensity was 
below the fatigue limit of the usual structural materi als. A carefUl examination of 
the damaged surface at much higher magnifications failed to show the existence of very 
small, relatively deep pits that were not observable at the magni ficati on used during 
the counting. Hence, the original implication still stands -- that the primary cause 
of local failure is a small number of high- intensity blows on a given element of the 
~urface. 
FACTORS DETERMINING SlZE OF TRAVELLING CAVITIES 
If cavity size is so critical, it is important to examine factors ·..;h ich determine 
it. Experimental evidence shows that just upstream from the breakaway point the liquid 
is under t ension, and it is here that the travelling cavities begin t o develop . 
Probably their number is determined by the size distribution and concentration of nuclei 
in the liquid. Possibly a certain aggregate volume of travelling cavities is necessary 
for breakaway to occur. Depending on the size distr ibution of the nuclei, this might 
consist of a few large cavities or many small ones. These considerations emphasize the 
importance of obtaining quantitative knowledge about nuclei , and the factors that affect 
their number and size distribution. 
EFFECT OF FLOW VELOCITY ON PITTING RATE 
It is difficult to understand why the pitting rate should vary with the 6th power 
of the velocity, as shoYJn by the experiments. During these tests every effort was made 
to keep velocity the only variable. The cavity length was kept constant. The photo-
graphs of the interface showed that the size and packing of the travelling cavities 
appeared unchanged. Furthermore, the velocities for all of the runs in both series 
were above the critical velocity for the cavity cycle. Hence, the cyclic process should 
be similar. Obviously, the number of cavities swept into t he collapse zone varied 
directly with velocity. This leaves a factor of v6 to be accounted for. It was 
pointed out in a previous section that a twofold variation in cavity diameter on either 
size of the mean is observed in the photographs. It is interesting to examine, through 
a highly idealized example, the possible effect of this variation on the ability of a 
cavity to produce a pit. Consider the behaviour of cavities moving al ong a single 
stream-sheet adjacent to the stagnat ion sheet; hence approximately plane and normal to 
the guiding surface. Assume that the pressure is con~tant duri ng the entire collap~e . 
(89930) 19 p. 10 
A diagram of such a typical cavity i s shown in fig. 7. N is taken t o be the distance 
above the guiding surface at which all cavities begin to collapse. It i s assumed that 
here t he velocity v0 dr ops to Av0 • The collapse distance is obtained by multiplying 
eq. 4 by Av0 • 
L (8) 
This determines r in fie·7· Note that r is determined solely by R0 and is independent 
of v0 • In other words, cavities of a given diameter collapse at a fixed distance from 
the guiding surface, independent of the flow velocity. By means of eq. 7 and the 
assumpti on that the core is compressed to the min imum pr essure to produce damage, the 
maximum damage radius rc can be obtained for any arbitrary collapse pressure and cavity 
diameter. To just cause damage rc must be equal tor (jig.7) . Equating the two values 
of r and solving for v gives the minimum velocity at which the cavity or initial radius 
R0 can produce damage. Having this relation between R0 and Vmin it is then possible to determine the rel a tive size distributi on of the travelling cavities, by using the experi-
mental relat i onship that' the pitting rate varies as v 0 and that the size distribution 
alone mus t account for a variati on of v 5 • 
Calculations for a concrete case are instruct ive. In the damage runs reported in 
November i954 it appeared that t he pitting stopped at 50 ft/sec. For a s t art ing point 
it may t herefore be assumed that when v0 = 50 and A=~. the largest cavity, ~0 = . 025), 
had just sufficient collapse energy to produce a core pressure of 60 OGO l b/in. 2 and t hat 
the core just touches t he surface. These assumptions determine H for all cavities. 
'--------
Fig. 7. Diagram of Collapsing Cavity 
(89930) 19 p.ll 
Next, rand Vmin may be calculated for all initial cavity diameters, and finally, the 
size distribut1on of the travelling cavities may be estimated. The final equations for 
these computations reduce to 
and 
2i.72 
Ro =-------
750 + 8.76 V 2 / 3 
5 
(9) 
= (~) 
50 
(IO) 
Fif.8 shows the plotted results. They illustrate strikingly that only a small range in 
initial btibble size-distribution can account for a tremendous variation in damage 
potential with flow velocity. Another implication is that any factor that would shift 
the range of cavity size even slightly would have a large effect on damage potential. 
This again calls attention to the need of more knowledge about nuclei. 
EFFECT OF GUIDE SURFACE SHAPE ON DAMAGE POTENTIAL 
As yet it has not been possible to study the effect of changes in surface shape on 
the mechanism and damage potential of fixed-type cavities. However, if cavitation can 
be produ~ed at a given velocity, the basic effect of change in shape should be to change 
the pressure gradient. Now the absolute pressure gradient changes if the size of the 
body alone is changed, holding velocity and shape constant. As shown in the preceding 
sections, such changes have little effect upon the size and concentration of the travel-
ling cavities on the interface. This leads to the conclusion that if fixed type cavita-
tion occurs in a liquid at a given supercritical velocity, the total amount of damage 
attributable to that cavity should be Independent or surface length or shape, or of 
cavitY length so long as t he guiding surface is appreciably longer t han the cavity. It 
also Implies that although the total amount of damage would be constant, the mazimum rate 
of removal per unit area would be highest for the shortest cavities. Thus it appears 
that if an attempt is made to improve the cavitation characteristics of a badly cavitating 
surface, the total amount of damage will remain the same unless the improvement is enough 
to eliminate the cavitation completely. If the improvements are sufficient only to 
shorten the cavity, the improved shape may show an increased intensity of cavitation 
damage, although the total area should be less. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
velocity coefficient 
diameter of body 
change In drag coefficient 
modulus of elasticity or liquid 
frequency or pulsation 
cavitation parameter 
collapse distance 
distance above guiding surface at which all cavities begin to collapse 
number of travelling cavities having a given Initial radius 
average pressure causing collapse 
water hammer pressure caused by collapse 
pressure ln the cavity 
free stream pressure 
mass density or liquid 
distance between collapse centre and surface 
radius of compressed core 
Initial radius or cavlty 
Strouhal Number 
thickness of re-entrant flow 
cavity collapse time 
velocity of main flow 
velocity or re-entrant flow = u/1 + K 
Initial volume or cavity 
volume or core 
volume or compressed core 
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DISCUSSION ON SESSIOH 6 
Papers 18 and 19 
PROF'. 11. S. PLESSET (California Institute of Technol ogy) comnen. tea on Prof. Knapp ' s 
sugeestion that the shock which ml ght arise wnen the cavi cy flo w hit tne surface \\aUld 
have sornethwg to ao with the .cyclic benaviot:r of the cavity. He thought it unli.K.ely 
that this shock v.oul a either vibrate the model or 1 ts support, deform the model 
rufflcit:rJtlY to disturb the now, or be propagatea _through the caV1cy. T!Jis lert the 
posslbill tY tt1at the shock was propagatea round the surface of the cavl cy through the 
vJa.te r; hm·.-eve r shoc.K.s weakenea raplalY as they movea away from the source. Prof. Knapp 
aid not a ccept the likellhood of cycllc phenoa1ena in the now, but Prof. Pl esset SUfgested 
that some vortici cy might be expected in the shear now over the cavl ty. This might be 
relateo to a fo nn of Strouhal number, but it was not knov.n what typical a1mension should 
be used in deflnlng this parameter. hll1le thls was not the cav1 cy diameter 1 t was per-
haps -Fel ated to the cavity thlckness or the divergence o r the now around the cavity on 
the booy surface. This vorticity haa more than one dimension; ror an annular cavity 
t ner e we r e at leas t two dimensi ons, the overall annulus d1ameter and the core d i amete r. 
Pro f. Pl esset presumed that the computeo stresses caus i nt; damage haa been aetenn1ned 
from statlc cunsiaeratlcns; s i nce the aefonnation stresses from collapsing cavl ties \vere 
appll ea fo r only about 1 IJ,sec he felt that such stat! c detenninatlons were quite 
i n applicabl e. Further, the energy generated au ring collapse could be oi sslpated ln other 
•t~ays than in pressure pul ses, and thl s shoula be consi derea in appl ying the principl e of 
the cons ervat 1on of energy to cav1tat1on oaJflage. Again, during the greater part of the 
collapse phase of a bubble an expansion wave was radlateo; the compression wave ana 
presrure pulse were radiatea onl y in the final stages of the collapse curing the decelera-
tion of the bubble interface. Thls >-las important in estimating damage stresses, since 
it mean t that the bUbble ener·gy at the conunencern ent of collapse was l mmaterial, only the 
final condl tions bein g i cnportan t. 
DP. T. B. BENJP11IN (Unlversl ty o fCambndge) orew attention to the rol e or shock 
waves as 01 scon tinuous pressure pulses in cavi tatlon damage. The normal continuous 
pressu re pulse generateo cu rin g the collapse of a bubble might unaer certain conditions 
drasticallY change In shape as 1 t was raalated and turn into a snarp- fron t ed under-
developec shocK wave. The p resence of ruch shock v-.ave rorrnations In cavi cation coula 
explain certain features of the frequency sp ectrum of cav1 tation noise, in parti cular the 
fact that in well-developed cav1 tation a significant part of the no1se energy was con-
tawea 1n components having frequenc1es of several megacycles per second. Dr. Benj am in 
haa aerl vea a theoretical estimate of the conal tions necessary for the formation of a 
shock front or this type on a similar bas1s to the Kirkv.oo(}-Bethe theory or explosion 
waves using some exp erlmen tally aeri ved properti es of water under very high pressures. 
Th1s showed that in water, shocK fronts .... aul d appear at a reasonable dlstance from the 
centre of collapse i r the maY.lmum pressure aeveloped within the cavity aurlng its collapse 
\•as greater than 2 or 3 thousand atmospheres. Dr. Benjamin also suggested that shock 
waves from several coll apsing bubbles in a cav1 tation cloud might coalesce ana reinforce 
each other. 
11.R. r. c. O' NEILL (Aan1raltY Experiment l...Qrks) drew attention to a second hurnp or 
peaK 1n the curve shoWJ. 1n fif. 6 or Pape r 19 whlch seemed w occur at twice tne distance 
frocn the l eaolng edge of the cavity as the first peak. He ask eo Pro f. Xnapp \\h. ether 
thls might be aue w a cyclic rorm of the cav1 tY or to shock waves proauced by the 
collap swg bubbles at the end or the cavity. Although this curve of oistrlbutlon or 
plts was described as typical, in a slide shOWl bY Prof. Knapp this secona maximum was 
no t so well defined nor was 1 t in the same position. 
HF<. F. A. L. WINTERNITZ (Mechanical Englneerlng Research Laboratory) sa1o that 
Nov;o tny, using a magneto-strlction un1 t, had establ1 shed the absolute pressure as the 
factor controlling cavitation damage. Th1s .... ould appear to be ln closer agreement 
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A 
FLOW RATE 0 
CONSTANT VELOCITIES 
THROUGH THE. PUMP 
A. CAVITATION DAMAGE AFTER SHORT TERM OPERATION 
B. NO TRACES OF CAVITATION DAMAGE AFTER YEARS 
OF SERVICE 
Fig. A 
with experience, as for Instance in conoensate extraction pumps, than the mechanism 
proposed by Profes.sor Knapp. 
Short term operation of such pumps at pomt A of tne characteris t ic fi~. A mi ght 
cause substantial damage, whilst prolonged service over many years without a trace of 
cavitation damage v1as common for units deli vering agalnst a relatlvely l Ovl pre ssure. 
say point B. Since the veloc1 ties were the same ln e1 ther case, the damage coulo not 
be exclusivel y related to t he lunetic ener gy or bubble travel. Occu rrence of oawag,e 
dUring operation at A against relatively high pressure was related t0 Prof. i\napp' s 
suggestion that fixed cavities of short l ength may show a hlgl1er wtensl t;t of damage, 
since the ab.solute pressure con troll eo tne ext ent of the cavl tation zone. 
11R. L. S. EVANS ('Shell' Researctt Lta.) saio that he had always been temptea to 
regaro cavl tatlon damage as a corrosion fatigue phenomenon, and he thought that some or 
Prof. Knapp 's remarks l ent support to thl.s view. If a l oad vJas applleo to a curved 
body. then it was knov.n that the maximum shear $tresses would occu r at some distance 
belovl the surface, this distance depending on the l oad and the cu r vature. Thus 1f 
cavitation aarnage was caused by a series of surface pulses. one w:ml d expect a series 
of cracks beginning below the su rface and to nning pits of approximately equal s1 ze and 
depth, these depending on the bOdY cu r vature. t1 r. Evans thought tl1l s WJUlci explain 
the effects of cathodic protection, ~,<!ilch v.'OUl<l speed up the attack ana .g1 ve a lower 
fatigUe ri se. 
11P~ D. P.ACHMAN (Royal Techni cal College. Gl asgov1), commenting on t1r. Callis's paper, 
quoted a recent theory o f fatigue failure vihlch postul ateo that whlle thE: corrosion 
attac.k was instrumental in providin g cracKs on the surface of the materlal. the sub-
s equent propag3.t1on of these cracks was oue to mechanical action. The flulo and pru ouc ts 
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of corrosion preventea the open cracks from closing, and the sharp ends acted as stress 
risers dUring the reversal of loadln~ The crack therefore propagated rapidlY due to a 
mechanical failure of the material. 
This was the theory when applied to a fatigue specimen subjectea to cyclic bending 
by a rotating load; in the case of cavitation damage, the corrosive action w:mld provide 
the cracks, v.ilich W'JUld promote intens1flcat1on of pressure waves caused by bubble 
collapse, as well as acting as stress risers. However, it seemed that the pressure and 
the resul tlng stress in tensity were high enough to cause the inltlal !allure at the 
sur!ace and form the crevices necessary tor the rapld propagation or damage. This was 
borne out to some extent by the lnltial perioa or stressing necessary to establish a . 
uniform rate of loss of metal in a magnetostriction testing ri~ In other W>rds, the 
electrolytic action could only accelerate the onset or failure, but was not its primary 
cause. The appearance or some of the failures might be accounted for if the existence 
or pressure waves was admitted. These mlght cause high tensile stresses in the fluid 
on rebound, and the subsequent •pulling out• of particles of dUctile materials. 
Mr. Rachman alro asked Prof. Knapp whether the mechanisn and damage potential of a 
fixed tYPe of cavity was affected by the wetting properties of the rolld surface. 
Mr. CALLIS, in reply, CO!lil'lented that Mr. Evans• proposed mechanisn or loading W'JUld 
set up stresses beneath the surface, and that it w:>uld thus not be possible on this 
theory for a pit to develop. FUrther, he could. not understand how this W>ula explain 
the complete prevention of cavl tation damage by a sufficient degree of cathodic 
protection. Hr. Callis was not familiar with the theory of corrosion fatigue outlined 
by Hr. Rachman; however, he did not see how it coul<l explain the effect or the removal. 
or oxide films on fatigue life, nor the action or aunospheric corrosion. 
PR)F. KNAPP, in his reply, explained that he and Prof. Plesset had alfferent 
physical pictures of the nature of the shock required to cause a cavl ty to leave the 
surface of a boay. He envisaged a shock similar to that delivered by the jet of a fire 
hose; ruch a jet moving back along the bodY at high veloci cy coula cause a rise in the 
pressure level sufficient to inhibit cavitation. The rise in presrure level need not 
be high, and the pressure wave need only penetrate far enough in to the now to affect 
local conditions so that the pressure ln the oncoming flow element W'JUld. be momentarily 
above the cavitation limit for the boay shape under test. This momentary rise in 
presrure w:>ula rapidly disappear and thus the next oncoming element of liquid W>uld spring 
away again because there was not enough presrure to hold it against the 6\lrface. Tills 
was only a conjecture to e:xplaln the phenomenon revealed by the hlgh speed. photographs. 
Prof. Knapp next replied to Prof. Plesset• s comments on cavi cy collapse. pressures. 
From /if•7 of Paper 19 it appeared that the distance from the centre of collapse to the 
surface was snall, and, lobatever the mechanisn of collapse, the energy dissipated. was 
proportional to some power of this distance; the principle of the conservation of energy 
gave a rough measurement or the maximum amount of energy available, and the volume or the 
cone from the centre of collapse to the rurface gave a measurement of the fraction of the 
to tal energy of collapse expendea on the rurface. Pro r. Knapp tel t that there must be 
rome connexion between the total W'Jrk. done in causing collapse (which could be related 
to the initial presrure ana volume of the cavl ty) and. the damage that could be done. 
He suggested that the 1ntensi cy of collapse must also be signi t1cant and was probably 
related to the total energy put into the collapse, and thls depended on the pressure as 
reflected in the variation w1 th the sixth power or the velocl ty. 
In reply to Dr. Benjamin, Prof. Knapp said that high speea motion pictures or 
travelling cavities showed coalescence of separate buobles taking place before collapse 
started and also dUring collapse. In crowaed collapse zones strong interference between 
bubbles was probable; he felt that considering the ideal collapse of a single bubble 
v.ould only g1 ve a general picture or what was occurring, However, it was still 
difflcult to explain why, in a typical test run, there was only one pit for each 
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~coco cavl ties which passe a rouna the main zone; the pos1 tion or the cav1 ty at collapse 
\..as clearly or l mpo rtance. 
Replying to 11r. O'Neill's query on the secona peSJ\ ln the ·aamage distribution curves, 
Prof. Knapp sa1C. be was not yet entirely convinced or the general exi s t ence or this 
phenocJJ enon. He <lia not tnink. it could be caused by shock waves from other collapslng 
caVIties, bUt lt might be oue to some ronu or cavity rebOund andre-collapse. 
Dlscussing the mecbanlcs of damage, Prof. Knapp poln ted out that the alurnlnlum 
speclmen had been usea ln the e}.-perlments not to studY the dOOJage on alwnlnlum, but to 
provlde a means or recoralng the blows on the surface from the cavltatlon process. 
The pits fonned were smooth round depresslons, ana no material bad been removed. 
Because alurnlnlurn had a short tlme constant, 1 t was considered justifiable to base the 
estimate of stress causing tills damage on 1ts stat1 c propertl es. 
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